Abstract-Underactuated exoskeletons offer improved simplicity, affordability, and movement adjustability based on interaction forces, but in turn they suffer from lack of controllability. In this letter, we propose different rendering strategies to improve the controllability of underactuated devices, with no prior knowledge about the task to be performed. Since underactuated devices cannot achieve all desired poses or render all desired forces, the proposed strategies replace these desired values with proxy values that the devices can satisfy. Strategies in the force and operational spaces aim to minimize the error between the desired and the actual output force or pose, respectively, during operation. We test these strategies first using an underactuated hand exoskeleton during a virtual grasping task. Then, we compare them to each other and to other existing methods by analyzing their control performance during a trajectory tracking task.
I. INTRODUCTION
H AND exoskeletons are widely used for rehabilitative, assistive and teleoperation applications [1] . Two important requirements in their design are ergonomics and safety, which are mapped to functional design specifications of reduced weight and bulk of the device. A common design approach is to align the mechanical centers of rotation with the finger joints, to prevent the generation of internal loads. However, this approach is challenging due to the high number of degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the hand. The alignment can be achieved by means of structures placed outside the phalanges, with remote centers of rotation or multi-loop mechanisms. However, these structures limit the wearability of the devices. Fully controlled exoskeletons control each finger joint independently, but suffer from high cost and mechanical complexity. Exoskeletons can be simplified by defining a relation between finger joints mechanically through additional mechanical adjustments or transmission units [2] - [5] , or anatomically through fingertip connections [6] - [10] . An alternative solution for wearability is the concept of underactuation, i.e., to control multiple finger components using a single actuator based on interaction forces, instead of a strict joint ratio [11] , [12] . Underactuated devices are highly favorable in terms of simplicity and affordability even if they cannot impose strict finger poses due to lack of controllability. Instead, they open/close fingers while the overall pose is determined based on the interaction forces. This behavior might be sufficient for rehabilitation tasks, but the lack of controllability complicates their use for haptic display.
Improving the controllability of underactuated devices for haptic display is currently an active research topic. Luecke [13] and Meli and Prattichizzo [14] developed different strategies for certain tasks using Cartesian devices, where all DoFs are independent. However, their strategies cannot be generalized to underactuated hand exoskeletons, where fewer actuators assist all DoFs in a coupled manner. Previously, Lobo et al. [15] developed a proxy-based rendering strategy for multi-dimensional haptic simulations, ensuring device passivity. Considering each interaction point between the virtual finger and virtual objects, their strategy can ensure inherent passivity. Even though this method is highly favorable for multi-dimensional environments, it is not efficient when the user's finger is modeled through rigid links and joints and the dimensionality of the system is reduced to 2 − 3 DoF s.
This letter defines two generic rendering strategies to minimize the error between the perceived and desired (i) force and (ii) pose. These strategies analyze the capabilities and the mechanical constraints of underactuated devices and adjust the output forces accordingly. We investigate their behavior in terms of finger pose and transmitted force using a hand exoskeleton during virtual grasping experiments. Finally, we compare the performance of these strategies and the previous proxy-based strategy [15] during a trajectory tracking task.
II. UNDERACTUATED HAND EXOSKELETONS
Underactuated hand exoskeletons are characterized by utilizing fewer actuators than the number of DoFs, by introducing extra mobility to the mechanism through passive joints and/or elastic elements [16] . Such extra mobility allows the mechanism to adjust its behavior automatically based on the interaction forces, while the user wearing the exoskeleton grasps objects with different shapes and sizes, as depicted in Fig. 1. 2377-3766 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. In particular, the exoskeleton is actuated to open/close the finger, while the finger joint rotations are modified by the physical contact between finger phalanges and objects. As a result, the user can perform complex grasping tasks using a single actuator.
A. Control Structure
The pose of a generic underactuated hand exoskeleton can be expressed using input joints as q = (q a , q p )
T , where q a and q p represent the active (actuated) and passive (non-actuated) joints. The input forces that are supplied to the mechanism can be defined as τ = (τ a , τ p )
T with active and passive components of input joints q. Similarly, the finger joints x define the finger pose. The forces applied to the finger joints by the mechanism can be expressed as γ, such that dim(τ ) = dim(γ) > dim(τ a ) due to the underactuation. The Jacobian matrix J = (J a , J p ) defines the kinematic mapping between exoskeleton and finger joints asẋ
where J a and J p are the active and passive Jacobian components. The same Jacobian matrix can be used to map input and output forces as τ = J T γ. Underactuated hand exoskeletons can control neither the forces applied to finger joints, nor the finger pose. Alternatively, impedance control techniques might perform a force-based control using a reference for the finger pose. Impedance control is particularly useful because the underactuation concept also adjusts the output joint rotations based on contact forces. In particular, (2) computes the output force (γ d ) that is necessary to reach a desired finger pose x d from the actual pose x, with a controllable stiffness matrix K i = k I n to render the impedance control. Here, k is a scalar and I n is the identity matrix.
The desired output forces γ d are mapped into desired input forces τ d using the Jacobian J as
where τ a d and τ p d represent the desired force values that need to be applied by the active and passive input joints in order to achieve the desired forces γ d along finger joints. Using the desired values obtained through (3), the impedance controller can compute the PWM signals needed for the actuators using proportional (K P ) and integral (K I ) gains as τ P W M = K P e τ + K I e τ , where e τ is the error between the actual and desired active forces (e τ = τ a d − τ a ). Meanwhile, the passivity of the non-actuated input joints defines their actual values as τ p = 0 regardless their desired values τ p d . In fact, the passivity of these non-actuated joints leads to a relation between applicable output joint torques as 0 = J T p γ.
III. RENDERING STRATEGIES
Due to the passivity of non-actuated joints, nonzero values for τ p d cause the transmitted output forces γ to be different than the desired ones γ d . Even though this physical constraint cannot be overcome, rendering strategies can be developed to minimize the difference between the desired and exerted output forces by computing a proxy force (γ * ) that satisfies the underactuation constraint τ p = 0. Fig. 2 represents two rendering strategies, one in force space and one in operational space. The strategy in force space computes a proxy force γ * that satisfies the constraint with the closest distance to the desired force γ d . On the contrary, the underactuation constraint can be mapped to operational space by estimating the user's behavior based on his previous pose. The strategy in operational space computes a proxy pose x * that can keep up this estimated behavior with the closest distance to the desired pose x d . The corresponding force γ * is then computed using (2).
A. Rendering Strategy in Force Space
The minimization problem presented in Fig. 2(a) can be expressed mathematically as
with closed-form expression
The corresponding actuator forces (τ * a ) can be calculated by merging (2) , (4) and (5) as
The virtual impedance displayed in the joint space with full DoFs under the control law in (6) can be expressed as
If k is a scalar value, then the system has only negative or zero eigenvalues, hence it is intrinsically passive. This rendering strategy in force space does not only calculate a proxy force γ * that can be rendered by the underactuated device, but also ensures that the rendered force γ is closest to the desired one γ d . Doing so improves the perceived force around the finger joints, while the relationship between the reached and the desired finger pose is neglected. The force-space strategy should be highly favorable for haptic applications, where the main focus is the accuracy of the rendered forces.
B. Rendering Strategy in Operational Space
The extra mobility introduced by underactuation allows the finger to reach an infinite number of possible poses x for a given state of actuated joints q a , but prevents the finger joints to reach a strict pose. To improve the position performance of the system, we formulate a minimization problem similar to the strategy in force space, but expressed in terms of pose, as in Fig. 2(b) . This problem requires the projection of the desired position onto the null-space of the matrix J p K st , where K st is the stiffness matrix of the user's finger. This matrix can be estimated from previous finger activity as
In practice, we use the difference between the current and the previous states of operation, i.e., Δ γ Δ x . Assuming that the user does not change his behavior suddenly, the desired forces γ st to cause the finger pose x to reach the desired pose x d using the estimated joint stiffness K st can be expressed as
The underactuated device cannot ensure that forces γ st are transmitted to finger joints. Then, the minimization problem presented in Fig. 2(b) can be expressed using (2) as
, with
Simplifying the estimated stiffness as
The corresponding actuator forces (τ * a ) can be calculated by merging (8) , (9) and (10) as
It is important to note that the stiffness to be rendered can be defined for finger joints similar to the previous strategy. The virtual impedance displayed in the joint space with full DoFs under the control law in (6) can be expressed as Unlike the previous strategy, the estimated stiffness matrix K st affects the eigenvalues of the virtual impedance directly, therefore stability cannot be ensured at all times. However, the estimated matrix could be adjusted such that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix satisfy passivity.
The motivation behind the operational-space strategy is to minimize the distance between the reachable finger pose and the desired one. Doing so might improve the performance of position control algorithms, which can be highly favorable for rehabilitation applications, where the main focus is the accuracy of the pose.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The aforementioned control strategies have been tested experimentally using an underactuated hand exoskeleton, whose parameter values and kinematics analysis were detailed in previous work [12] , shown in Fig. 3 . Even though the hand exoskeleton was designed to support 5 fingers independently, this study is simplified for the index finger only.
The chosen hand exoskeleton can assist 2 DoF s of the user's fingers through the displacement of a single linear actuator. Utilizing a linear actuator with mechanical gear box results in high output forces while sacrificing backdriveability. Not aligning the finger joints to the mechanical ones intentionally increases the adjustability of the device for various hand sizes. Compared to other underactuated devices, the novelty of the proposed device is to transmit only perpendicular forces to the phalanges, favoring the realism of interaction forces. In particular, the device utilizes passive linear sliders along finger phalanges with displacements c 1 and c 2 (see Fig. 4 ) so that tangential forces are not transmitted to the fingers. Suppressing tangential forces ensures that only perpendicular forces are applied to finger phalanges. For the given exoskeleton system, the output joints can be defined as finger joint rotations x = (q 1 , q 2 )
T , and the output forces can be expressed as joint torques γ = (τ 1 , τ 2 ) T . The actuated and non-actuated joint displacement are defined as l x and q B . These definitions are depicted on the CAD model of a finger component as in Fig. 4 .
The performance of the finger component is improved by implementing two additional sensors as shown in Fig. 5 : (i) a potentiometer to measure the passive joint activity and estimate the finger pose through forward kinematics analysis [17] , and (ii) a force sensor to measure the user's intention and open/close the finger accordingly through force control. Doing so, the device can achieve backdriveability to track the user's movements.
A. Experimental Scenarios
We have investigated experimentally the rendering strategies in force space and operational space during virtual grasping tasks. The virtual stiffness rendering task has been used to study: (i) the behavior of proxy and desired sets in force and operational spaces, (ii) the passivity of the overall system through sensed impedance, and (iii) the comparison between the proxy output forces γ d and the actual interaction forces γ. During the virtual interaction, the user is asked to lead the device with no real physical interaction, hence the trajectories of finger joints are expected to be different for each trial and user, and they cannot be compared to each other.
We have also compared the proposed strategies on a strict trajectory-tracking control experiment with healthy subjects, where the desired trajectory is ensured to be the same for all trials and users. In addition, we have added to the comparison the strategy in actuator space presented previously by Lobo et al. [15] . In this strategy, each interaction point between the virtual finger and the object is considered as a dimension, and these dimensions are mapped to proxy actuator forces using
where K q is the rendering impedance and S is the selection matrix to work only with the actuated components of the system. The rendering impedance in actuator space can be modeled as 2 , where k is the same scalar as in (2) . This strategy has the advantage of simplifying multi-dimensional systems to the actuator level, but it might not show great performance when dealing with rigid finger models. Considering the objective of the optimization problem for the proposed strategies, the motivation for the trajectory-tracking experiment can be summarized by two aspects: (i) verify whether the force-space strategy is most favorable for minimizing the error between the desired and the actual forces (γ d , γ) and (ii) verify whether the operational-space strategy is most favorable for minimizing the error between the desired and the actual pose (x d , x) .
B. Virtual Grasping Tests
In the virtual grasping test, a single user was asked to close his finger freely to reach a virtual object and squeeze it. The virtual grasping is defined by setting joint limits x lim , which were chosen as (30
• , 30 • ) T for this experiment. The desired pose x d is formed as (i) actual pose x before the virtual contact, and (ii) limit pose x lim after the first contact. Doing so, the exoskeleton follows the user's intentions with high transparency before contact, and renders resistive forces representing the virtual interaction. Meanwhile, the controllable stiffness matrix K i was intentionally kept low to allow the user to exceed the joint limits without applying excessively high forces.
1) Rendering in Force Space: Fig. 6 (a) shows user's finger displacement x during virtual grasping with fixed joint limits x lim . The desired joint torques τ d and proxy torques τ * for MCP and PIP joints were calculated in real time using (2) and (5), based on desired and actual pose x d and x, and shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c) correspondingly. In particular, when the MCP joint reaches its limit, its desired torque starts to increase, while the desired torque for PIP is still 0. Meanwhile, the rendering strategy computes proxy torques, which are different from the desired ones. As the PIP joint reaches its limit too, the proxy and desired torque values are determined according to user's movements and the instant Jacobian. Fig. 6(d) shows that the device remains passive during the movement.
2) Rendering in Operational Space: Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the user's finger pose x and proxy pose x * calculated using (10) Fig. 7 . Rendering strategy in operational space. for the MCP (q 1 ) and PIP (q 2 ) joints respectively. In particular, when the MCP joint reaches its limit, the proxy pose for the joints is modulated differently to the desired pose. Fig. 7(c) shows that the device remains passive during the movement.
3) Discussion: These strategies aim to estimate the joint torques (γ * ) that can be rendered by the underactuated device. To verify whether the estimated forces could actually be perceived by the user, we inserted Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) sensors between the device and the user's finger phalanges (see Fig. 8 ) to measure the interaction forces. A silicon interface was attached between the FSR surface and the user's skin to improve the measurement quality.
FSRs measure the forces acting on the phalanges, and their readings (F F S R ) can be converted to joint torques as γ F S R = F F S R ./c, where c represents the linear displacement of the corresponding phalange (see c 1 , c 2 in Fig. 4 ). Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the actual and the proxy joint torques (a) in force space and (b) in operational space.
The average percentage of root mean square (RMS) error was found to be 1.9177% (0.962% and 1.659% for the MCP and the PIP joints) using the strategy in force space, and 1.7494% (1.357% and 1.104% for the MCP and the PIP joints) using the strategy in operational space. The RMS errors of the proposed strategies are found to be close to each other, so they cannot be claimed to be any better in terms of estimating the force transmission of the underactuated device. 
C. Trajectory Tracking Tests
In the trajectory-tracking feasibility test, 4 different subjects were asked to wear the device and test the strategies in force space, operational space, and actuator space for 3 cycles of a sinusoidal reference pose defined as the desired pose x d . Fig. 10 shows this reference pose along with an actual pose recorded under the control strategy in the operational space. Since the finger exoskeleton opens/closes the finger according to the desired pose, the users were asked to stay relaxed.
The first motivation for this experiment was to compare the three rendering strategies based on the errors between the desired and the actual output forces. For each subject, the RMS values of torque errors (
) were calculated, as shown in Fig. 11 with their standard deviation depicted with arrows. A paired t-test was performed between these RMS values. The results were the following: between the strategies in force and operational spaces, p = 0.048, in operational and actuator spaces, p = 0.04, and in force and actuator spaces, p = 0.008, which are depicted on the figure as (*) and (**). The strategy in force space seems to minimize the torque error significantly compared to the others.
The second motivation for this experiment was to compare the three rendering strategies based on the errors between the desired and the actual output pose. For each subject, the RMS values of trajectory errors (
) were calculated, as shown in Fig. 12 with their standard deviation depicted with arrows. A paired t-test was performed between these RMS values. The results were the following: between the strategies in force and operational spaces, p = 0.004, in operational and actuator spaces, p = 0.001, and in force and actuator spaces, p = 0.03, which are depicted on the figure as (*) and (**). The strategy in operational space seems to minimize the trajectory error significantly compared to the others.
The rendering strategy in force space can render torques for finger joints similar to the desired values, while the strategy in operational space can control the finger joints to follow a reference finger pose better, despite the lack of controllability. Under these observations, the strategy in operational space might be useful for passive rehabilitation tasks where a strict trajectory can be given for finger rotations. Meanwhile, the strategy in force space might be effective for haptic applications or active rehabilitation tasks, where the user can move freely in the virtual environment and perceive the virtual interactions along finger joints in a realistic manner. Even though the strategy in actuator space [15] does not appear favorable for the given evaluation metrics, its advantages will increase as the dimensionality of the system grows.
V. CONCLUSION
This letter presents two alternative rendering strategies to improve the control performance of underactuated hand exoskeletons. Both strategies aim to calculate proxy values, which satisfy the underactuation constraints, and estimate the applicable transmitted forces. One strategy, derived in force space, improves the accuracy of perceived forces; while the other strategy, developed in operational space, improves the finger pose despite the lack of controllability. The feasibility of both strategies has been shown using an underactuated hand exoskeleton [12] during a virtual grasping task. They were compared to each other and to a strategy in actuator space [15] , based on trajectory and torque errors during a trajectory-tracking control scenario. The statistical analysis between these three strategies showed that the strategy in force space renders forces closer to the desired ones, while the strategy in operational space moves finger joints closer to the desired trajectory.
Even though the rendering strategy in actuator space seems to have the worst performance compared to the strategies developed in this letter, it is important to note that the given evaluation metrics were chosen implicitly according to the objectives of the strategies developed in this letter. Therefore, a fair comparison between all three strategies in terms of perception needs to be conducted as future work.
